WE HAVE TOP PRODUCERS & BUYERS HERE

Barcelona Textile Expo is a simple way to meet with reliable textile manufacturers and top professional buyers. The main vision is to get the fabrics & accessories straight from the manufacturers.

SOME OF THE TOP BUYERS OF 2021 EDITION

MANGO  INDITEX  ZARA  Massimo Dutti
OYSHO  Bershka  happy point  evermine
PULL & BEAR  Stradivarius  Deisual  El Corte Ingles
SYSTEMACTION  MARCO PASCALI  ANDRES SARDA  SOMA
ZARA HOME

CONTACT US
Mr. EMRE AKCOK
PROJECT DIRECTOR
+90 212 210 50 50
+90 532 205 54 62
eakcok@meridyenfair.com
info@meridyenfair.com
www.barcelonatextileexpo.com

TEXTEXPO
BARCELONA
3. INTERNATIONAL TEXTILE & FABRIC EXHIBITION
20 - 22 JUNE 2022
25 - 27 OCTOBER 2022
FIRA DE BARCELONA - SPAIN
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